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Project Scope

✤ The jovian radio emissions occurrence can be predicted in a statistical 
manner, but they are intrinsically sporadic. Enlarging the temporal 
coverage of the jovian radio emission is a key aspect of the 
understanding of this sporadicity. In addition to the temporal 
variability of the emission, a larger spatial and temporal coverage will 
provide informations on the temporal width of each sub-burst (radio 
arc), the short term variability of the arc shape... This may provide 
key information on the radio source properties, as well as on the radio 
source environment. This project also arrives at a time when the 
Planetary Science Virtual Observatory infrastructure is now existing 
(through SPASE or IVOA), so it is a good time to try to include this 
type of amateur community input.
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Currently available data

✤ Nançay Decameter Array Routine Observations (France)
- raw data file on Obs-Nancay website + quicklooks
- VOTables on Obs-Nancay EPN-TAP portal (VO access)

✤ Iitate Observatory (Japan)
- FITS files + quicklooks
- available on IUGONET (VO access; Japan SPASE-like network)

✤ Current RadioJove Archive
- quicklooks (very few data [wav files?])
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Nançay Jupiter data

✤ Quicklooks + Access to raw data
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Nançay Jupiter data

✤ EPN-TAP Client (ObsParis): VOTables
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Iitate Jupiter data

✤ High Res Quicklooks (password) + Daily FITS files (free access)
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Iitate Jupiter data

✤ Quicklooks via IUGONET registry:
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RadioJove archive

✤ Archive with mainly quicklooks, very few data.
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RadioJove archive

✤ Archive with mainly quicklooks, very few data.
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Similar projects
where Amateurs help Science
✤ Venus Active Archive

http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php?project=VENUS&page=Archive
Amateur observations of Venus, in support of the Venus-Express mission

✤ Virtual Meteor Observatory
http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php?project=METEOR&page=vmo
Amateur observations of meteor showers, with science tools
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Project Description
Metadata
✤ Additional metadata (not much) attached to archived records

- Location of observer (GPS location ?)
- UTC of observation start (synchronized with GPS or NTP if possible)
- Spectral range: min and max frequency
- Data file format: wav/votable/cdf/netcdf…
- Data : Recorded file
- Quicklook: in png format preferred
- Target (Jupiter)
- Annotation: type of emissions if known, description of hardware 
(radiojove kit/other)
- Observer’s name / id / nickname

✤ Metadata format: SPASE or IVOA (or both = simultaneous registration)
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Project Description
File Format

✤ Possible file formats: wav, VOTable, FITS, CDF, NetCDF, HDF5...

✤ Is there a preferred data format ? 

✤ What can be done with the RadioJove software ? 
Who is in charge ?

✤ Remarks:
- «wav» file: common file format for amateurs, but for by scientists
- other than «wav»: metadata-rich formats
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Project Description
Infrastructure
✤ SPASE or IVOA, based on Europlanet developments, see here: 

http://voparis-europlanet.obspm.fr/docum.shtml
Linking between the two worlds is possible (under study within the european IMPEx project).

✤ VO-RadioJove server would includes (may not be at the same place):
- SQL database with all observation records
- Access Protocols (e.g.: EPN-TAP)
- Webservice (REST or SOAP) for data ingestion (with login?)

✤ VO-RadioJove database could be located in Paris (VO Paris Data Center) or Nançay 
(Radioastronomy facility in France)

✤ Web-based interface for RadioJove participants to easily fill in events. 
Link with existing RadioJove software, which could produce an XML file with all 
information included that could be submitted directly to a webservice.

✤ Support staff available in Paris and/or Nançay if project is accepted.
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Summary

✤ Standardized distribution of RadioJove observations

✤ Data format usable by scientist

✤ Take advantage of VO infrastructure

✤ Possible support from France for servers and databases
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